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MANITOBA SOCCER ASSOCIATION 
CAUTION REPORT 

Match: Vs. 

League: Division: Field: Date: 

 Caution Offences
4. Failing to respect the required distance when play is restarted with a corner kick, free kick or throw in
5. Delaying the restart of play
6. Entering, re-entering or deliberately leaving the field without the referee's permission
7. Indoor - Illegal substitution

Offence # Player’s Name   # Player’s Team 

Referee’s Name (please print): #: 

Signature: Date Submitted: 

Note: All players cautioned in a match must be reported to the competition disciplinarian within forty-eight hours (48) of the 
match unless otherwise stated in the rules of that competition.  Please e-mail the form to the corresponding disciplinarian and 
mail the signed original. 

1 ( ). Unsporting Behaviour (see reverse)
2. Dissent by word or action
3. Persistent Infringement of the Laws of the 
Game
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MANITOBA SOCCER ASSOCIATION 
CAUTION REPORT 

Unsporting Behaviour 
1(A) Commits a direct free kick foul in a reckless manner
 
1(B) Commits a direct free kick while tackling/challenging for the ball without 
endangering safety of an opponent

1(C) Commits a foul or handles the ball to interfere with or stop a promising attack, 
including a DOGSO situation in the penalty area when the opponent attempts to 
play / challenge for the ball

1(D) Handles the ball in an attempt to score a goal (whether or not the attempt is 
successful) or in an unsuccessful attempt to prevent a goal

1(E) An act deemed by the referee as showing a lack of respect for the game (e.g. 
aggressive attitude, inflammatory behavior or taunting)

1(F) Attempts to deceive the referee by faking injury

1(G) Attempts to deceive the referee by faking a foul (simulation)

1(H) Verbally distracts an opponent during play or at the restart

1(I) Unfairly distracts or impedes an opponent performing a throw-in

1(J) Changes places with the goalkeeper during play or without the referee’s 
permission

1(K) Uses a deliberate trick to pass the ball (including from a free kick) to the 
goalkeeper with the head, chest, knee etc. to circumvent the Law, whether or not the 
goalkeeper touches the ball with the hands

1(L) Makes unauthorized marks on the field

1(M) Plays the ball when leaving the field of play after being given permission to 
leave

1(N) Excessive celebration (climbing perimeter fence, gesturing in a provocative, 
derisory or inflammatory way, covering head or face with mask or jersey, removing 
jersey)
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